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Just got a 2.8" screen on my phone so I just watched all the
international HD-3D versions. I'm going to go back and download the
US version tonight. The only thing I don't like about the series is the 2
different stories in each episode. The one with the girl (the one girl,

was pretty good). Usually I don't mind having to wait until later in the
series to get to the action. However, they had also released episodes
of FMA Brotherhood and the Scrubs series in one shot.Q: Indexing two
fields on same field I have a table called "Emails" and it has a column
called "p_email" (p stands for personal). The text that is stored in the
field p_email is from one of three different protocols (hotmail, yahoo,
etc). (This will be a shortened format of the email content and so will

not contain the entire email). I want to do two things: 1. Add the
protocol portion of the email to the table. Right now it is just "email",
not "email@hotmail.com". 2. Create an index on p_email to speed up
queries on what email protocol was used. Thank you. A: One way to

do this is to use something like the following. create index idx on
Emails(p_email); ... select email from emails where idx = 1 -- to get
the first email (what protocol) SQL Fiddle Example: Notice there is
also a primary key on Emails(id); thus having a separate index on

p_email is not very good. If that is the case there is no reason to have
a separate index on p_email. This column could be the start of a new
era in New Hampshire politics. It certainly could be the start of a new
era for me personally, as the former United States Attorney for the
District of New Hampshire, which encompasses the six-county area

around the capital city, Manchester. Now that I have retired from the
U.S. Attorney’s Office, many other things are being contemplated.

One of those things is civil discourse. Some years ago, I wrote an op-
ed column (“Civil discourse, beginning at home, 6d1f23a050
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